


Victor Churchill is an incredible state of the 
art butchery. Designed by award winning 
Dreamtime Australia, this is an event space 
unlike anything else. Victor Churchill offers 
an extraordinary fit out, exceptional meat and 
charcuterie and a profound sense of hospitality.

From wine dinners and tastings to product 
launches, VIP customer events; Victor Churchill 
provides  a unique experience that will cater to 
your every desire and capture the imagination 
of your guests.

Situated in leafy Woollahra, the store with its 
glass panelled butchery room and Himalayan 
salt brick encrusted dry-ageing room offers a 
unique backdrop for your next event.

HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT IN ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S 
PREMIER CULINARY DESTINATIONS



Created using only the finest ingredients and rare produce, our intimate dinners can be 
customised to create a truly delicious menu to complement any occasion.



Maximum: 40

Minimum: 10
 Max: 16

Victor Churchill transforms into an intimate 
and relaxed events space where you can 
comfortably host a beautiful cocktail party 
for up to 40 guests.

We can create a menu for you or you can select 
from our seasonal three course menu.

COCKTAIL EVENTS

SIT DOWN DINING

Venue Availability upon request. 

Menu tailoring available upon request.

Degustation and menu tailoring  
available on request.

Venue availability upon request.

Options of Canapés. Substantial options 
available on request.



To add a special touch to your event, 
surprise and delight your guests with a 
Victor Churchill interactive experience. 

Watch our skillful butchers working in their 
refrigerated preparation area while your 
event takes place, adding a sense of theatre 
to your event.

No event is complete without beautifully 
presented and incredibly delicious food. 

We can create the perfect menu to suit any 
event, either at our place or yours.

BUTCHERY 
DEMONSTRATIONS

CATERING



Decorating and theming

AV Hire

DJ Hire

Red Carpet

Photographer

Flowers

Guest Speakers

Entertainers

Security

Victor Churchill can organise the following 
additional services to make your event extra 
special:

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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To confirm a booking, a standard fee of $500 
is required as a deposit along with credit card 
authorization and the terms and conditions form 
completed and signed. The balance of payment 
must be made on the evening of the function.

Should the deposit not be received when requested, 
your date will not be held and may be offered to 
other clients.

Any variation in beverage consumption, increase in 
confirmed numbers, or extension of the event time 
and any other agreed additional costs incurred are 
payable on the night, unless otherwise arranged.

Due to high demand, once made, no refund is 
offered on the $500.00 deposit. 

The client shall conform to the requirements of 
Local Government Acts and Victor Churchill’s 
policies and will be liable for any breach of these.

The Management of the venue reserves the right 
to remove patrons attending the function from the 
premises for unruly behaviour and /or showing 
signs of intoxication as determined by the manager 
or under RSA legislation.

The client shall remain responsible at all times 
for any loss or damage to the property of Victor 
Churchill caused by the client, guests and invitees. 

Any property removed from the venue without the 
express written permission of the store manager 
will be charged to the client.

Due to the residential location of the store guest 
are not permitted to loiter on the pathway outside 
the venue. Every effort must be made for guests 
to vacate the premises by midnight on Monday to 
Saturday and 10pm on Sundays. All guests are to 

leave the area in a quiet and orderly fashion so as to 
not disturb the neighbours.

We are extremely careful when looking after guests 
and their property, but unfortunately cannot 
take responsibly for the damage or loss of items 
belonging to guest before, during or after a function.

Smoking is not permitted in any area of Victor 
Churchill. 

Under 18s are welcome at functions but must be 
supervised by an adult at all times. Under 18s are to 
be made known to the   manager on site and must 
not consume alcohol under any circumstances. 
Victor Churchill reserves the right to request photo 
identification from any person attending functions 
and events.

Delivery of third party equipment must be advised 
in advance, the venue will not be responsible for 
cost, security, set up or transportation of any 
equipment and will not be liable for any loss or 
damage sustained. As the venue prepares for 
trading from 4am items cannot be left in the venue 
without prior arrangement. All items must be 
removed at the conclusion of the evening.

In the event of inability to comply with any of the 
provisions of this contract by virtue of any cessation 
or interruption of electricity or gas supplies, plant 
or equipment failure, unavailability of food items 
or other unforeseen circumstance, we reserve the 
right to cancel the booking and refund the deposit 
without notice. Every effort will be made in such 
circumstance to provide a nearby suitable venue as 
replacement.

The client shall share any professional photography 
taken of events at Victor Churchill.

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF HIRE



132 queen street, woollahra nsw 2025
tel: (02) 9328 0402  -  info@victorchurchill.com.au  -  victorchurchill.com


